
 

Swim Gear/Drills 

Recommended Gear 

Fins (short—not the long scuba fins) 

Goggles 

Pull Buoy 

Snorkel (one that curves up front of head) 

Paddles (for more advanced swimmers) 

Band for ankles 

Drills 

Kick  

-Method 1: Float on your back and kick with your arms extended in streamline position.  
Focus on pointing toes and keeping your kick compact. Keep hips near surface.   

-Method 2: Use kickboard.  Hold out in front of you.  Variations include keeping head 
above water with both hands on board and kicking on your side with one arm extended 
holding board. 

SA (Single arm) 

Method 1: The swimmer keeps the opposite, nonworking arm at his or her side, and 
breathes to this side. The swimmer should complete his or her breath before stroking. 
The swimmer should concentrate on the catch, initiating body rotation with the core 
body muscles, and take this drill slowly. Technique is more important than speed. 

Method 2: The swimmer keeps the opposite, nonworking arm extended out in front, 
and breathes to the side of the working arm. The swimmer should focus on high elbow 
recovery, hand entry and hand acceleration 

Fist 

Swim freestyle with closed fists. Focus on a high elbow and engaging lateral muscles. 

This is a good drill for feeling the water and stroke efficiency. 

Head Up (Tarzan) 



Swim freestyle with your head up and facing forward. Try not to move your head side to 
side during drill. Maintain a strong, even kick to keep your chin above water, and also 
watch for correct entry of the hand inside the line of the shoulder. 

Fingertip Drag 

Swim freestyle. As the arm recovers, run the thumb up along the side of the torso, pass 
through and touch the armpit, and then continue extending out of the water with 
fingertips dragging on the surface. 

This forces full rotation, high elbows, and relaxed hands and forearms. 

Vertical Kicking 

Keep your body vertical, or perpendicular to the water surface. Hold your palms up and 
out of the water and in-line with your shoulders. Pull your hands back until the thumbs 
are almost touching your shoulder while freestyle kicking. 

This keeps the head, center of chest, hips, knees and feet in a straight line, helping the 
swimmer learn how to maintain posture. 

Kicking with Fins 

Put lead arm straight out in front and kick on side.  Switch lead arm every length as 
follows in order to get feel for water. Typical drill would look like: 

4 x 50 Flutter Kick on the side 

Change arm angle of the extended arm halfway down the pool as follows: 

#1 15 degrees uphill (fingers slightly out of the water) to 0 degrees (fingers underwater 
pointing at other side of the pool) 

#2 0 degrees to 15 down 

#3 15 down to 30 down 

#4 30 down to 45 down 

Find the spot that causes the least resistance. That is your “Perfect Protractor” (PP) 
position. 

Floating  

Float horizontally. Focus on engaging glutes and hamstrings and maintaining taut core.  
Try not to kick.  This teaches how to maintain horizontal body position. 

Catch-Up 



Swim freestyle but do not begin pull with lead arm until other hand enters the water. In 
this way, the recovery arm catches up to the extended arm.   

Zipper 

The opposite of catch-up.  Execute each pull well before the opposite hand enters the 
water. 

Sculling 

The most common sculling drill entails using fins and gently kicking across the pool.  
Keep both of your arms in front of you and wave your hands side to side just a few 
inches each way in a sculling motion to create propulsion.  Try to feel the water on your 
palms.   

Pulling 

Put a pull buoy between your legs to lift legs.  You may or may not use paddles or use an 
ankle band.  Swim freestyle focusing on good pull and rotation.   

Snorkel Swimming 

Good for building stroke symmetry and rotation.  Swim with a snorkel focusing on 
specific mechanics: early vertical forearm, even rotation to both sides, lifting legs, etc. 

Side Kicking with one goggle in water 

You may use fins or no fins.  Kick on side while keeping one goggle in water.  Focus on 
getting comfortable breathing with one goggle in water. 

Kick and Switch 

Kick on your right side for 5-10 kicks with your right arm extended in front of you.  Then 
take three strokes and kick on your left side for 5-10 kicks with your left arm extended.  
Continue across the pool.  

Distance Per Stroke (DPS) 

Focus on taking as few strokes as possible to get across the pool.  This is done by 
slowing your stroke down and moving as much water as possible with each pull while 
remaining streamlined in the water. 

Overdrive 

Focus on maximizing your stroke rate – i.e. increase your cadence.    


